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Protect your home, conserve
water and save money with
Phyn Plus

Auto Shuto� mitigates damage

Once Phyn learns your fixtures, it automatically 

shuts o� your water in event of a leak. 

Get alerted to leaks

SMS and push notifications sent as soon 

as Phyn Plus detects a leak. 

Turn o� your tap, with a tap

Control your home’s water shuto� from 

anywhere.

Diagnostic “Plumbing Checks”

Daily tests report on pressure irregularities 

and tiny leaks.

Watch your water use

See how much water you use monthly, 

weekly, daily and hourly.

Monitor multiple properties

Easily manage leak alerts and see water 

usage for up to six properties. 

Water usage insights

See how much water is used by your 

showers, toilets, irrigation and more.

Frozen pipe detection

Early warning alerts before your pipes freeze.

PhynPlus
Smart water assistant + shuto�  
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Fingerprinting your fixtures
When you flush a toilet, take a bath or water your 

lawn, the pressure in your pipes change. Phyn 

measures this change to fingerprint the unique 

profile of each fixture in your home. So when you 

run a faucet, Phyn knows it’s a faucet. And if that 

faucet leaks, Phyn lets you know.

Meet Phyn Plus.
A single connected device that is installed on 
your home’s main water line that can find a leak 
anywhere in your plumbing system and shut o� 
the water automatically. Phyn Plus monitors 
your water use to help you conserve and save.

We Speak Water

"Phyn gives me the peace of mind 

that if a leak happens or something 

breaks down, I’ll know about it 

before it becomes a disaster."

Julie W. — Seattle WA

"Phyn alerted us to several leaks 

within minutes including a relatively 

large leak when an old sprinkler 

valve was malfunctioning. We've 

had a fantastic experience with 

Phyn so far.”

Payam M. — Vaughan, ON

"Phyn was able to detect numerous 

failures that we would have never 

known about, had their system not 

alerted us. Great for the pocket 

book and the environment."

Ben F. — Orlando, FL

“Phyn has given me the control I 

need to feel secure about my 

home…”

Chase M. — Katy, TX

Your water like 
you’ve never 
seen it.


